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Abstract-In this note, we develop some new properties of a fundamental quantity associated 
with a P-matrix introduced by Mathias and Pang [l]. Also, based on extensions of such a quantity, we 
obtain global error bounds for the vertical and horizontal linear complementarity problems. @ 2001 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix A4 = (mij) E Rnxn IS called a P-matrix if every principal minor of M is positive. This 
notion was introduced by Fiedler and Ptak [2,3], and plays important roles in studying solu- 
tion properties of equations and complementarity problems and convergence/complexity analysis 
of methods for solving these problems. Among many equivalent definitions of such a matrix, 
one characterization states that M is a P-matrix if and only if for any nonzero vector x E R", 
maxlcicn {x~(~CIZ),} > 0. Based on this, Mathias and Pang [l] introduced a fundamental quan- _- 
tity a(M) associated with a P-matrix by 
and showed its properties and applications in global error bound analysis for the standard linear 
complementarity problem [4]. Mathias [5] gave a lower bound estimate for cr(hil). 
The goals of this note are two-fold. First, we develop some new properties of the quantity Q(M). 
Second, we extend such a quantity to the contexts of the vertical and horizontal linear comple- 
mentarity problems, and establish global error bounds for these two problems by means of the 
generalized quantities. 
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In our notation, Rn denotes the space of n-dimensional real column vectors. Given matrix 
W = (wjrc) E R”‘“, J, K 2 I := {1,2,. . . , n}, we denote by WJK the (JI x JKI submatrix of W 
consisting of entries Wjk, j E J, k E K. 
2. NEW PROPERTIES 
In [l], Mathias and Pang proved that, if M is a P-matrix, then cr(M) satisfies 
a(M) I Il~llmJ~ Q(M)(Y (M-l) 5 1, (2) 
an d 
(3) 
We show that the quantity Q(M) has the following characterizations. 
THEOREM 1. Let A4 be a P-matrix, 
any subset of the index set I. Then 
(a) a(M) 5 l/(II~-lIlm); 
(b) Q(M) 5 ~KIJ); 
(c) N(M) I a(A4 + D) where M 
(4 a(M) I l/(II(M + ~Lillm)~ 
D = diag (dl , da, . . , d,,) be positive semi-definite, and J be 
+ D is a P-matrix; 
PROOF. By the definition of II . Iloo and (l), we have 
That is, (a) is true. Set j = I\J, and split A4 and x according to the index sets .J and J into 
From the definition of Q(M), we have that 
which is (b). Again from the definitions of cr(M + D) and Q(M), and di > 0 (Vi E I) we know 
that 
cy(I1f + D) = min 
{ 
pyn G((M + Db)i 
ll~ll~=1 - - 
{ zi(hfx)i + dixf } 
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This is (c). Result (d) is immediately obtained from (a)-(c) as 
This completes the proof of the theorem. I 
Since M-l is also a P-matrix, from Part (a) of Theorem 1, we know that llMjloo 5 l/(cu(M-‘)). 
This together with (2) imply that 
(4) 
Inequalities (2)-(4) and Theorem 1 show the relationship among the quantities Q(M), cr(M-l), 
and the o3-norms of M and M-l for a P-matrix M. 
Now, we consider another quantity P(M) associated with a P-matrix defined by 
(5) 
Clearly, the quantity /3(M) 1s well defined, finite, and positive. And it is, from geometric point 
of view, the maximum of the function rnaxl<icn zi(hlz), on the boundary of the box [-1, lln 
while a(M) is the minimum. Thus, we have that for any nonzero vector 2 E R”, 
max 2i(M5), 
I < R(z) := l’i’n 
llac 
I P(M), (6) 
and call R(x) the P-Rayleigh-Ritz quotient. Moreover, by using definition (5), we easily derive 
some properties of P(M). 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a P-matrix, D = diag(dl,dz, . . . , d,) be positive semidefinite, and J be 
any subset of the index set I. Then we have 
(a) P(W I IIWLk 
@I Ullhf-‘IlkJ I VWWMM-‘1) 5 IWlk 
(c) P(W 2 P(MJ_J); 
(4 /J(M) I P(M + D). 
PROOF. Since for any nonzero vector x E Rn and each i = 1,2,. , n, 
it follows easily from (5) that P(M) I llMlla, and hence, (a) is true. By (5) and (6)) we have 
max 5i (M-‘x)~ 
P (M-l) = sup lLiLn llx,(2 
$$$ Yi(MY)i 
ll~llcc#0 00 




> I,ZZ#O llMllzcllYllL 
P(M) =- 
IIWI~ ’ 
which yields the second inequality in (b). The first inequality in (b) can be proved by replacing M 
with M-l in the second inequality. 
The proofs of (c) and (d) are similar to those of Parts (b) and (c) in Theorem 1. I 
The above analysis shows that P(M) is a quantity closely related to IX(M), and it can be used 
to know more about the quantity Q(M), for example, we have the inequality 
Q(M) I mii I P(M), i= 1,2 ,..., n. (7) 
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3. EXTENSIONS 
In [6], Gowda extended the concept of P-matrices to the vertical linear complementarity prob- 
lem (VLCP), which is to find a vector 2 E R” such that 
(Ax + a)T(Bx + b) = 0, Ax+a>O, Bx+b>O, (8) 
where A, B E RmX” and a, b E Rm are given. He also gave the definition of V-column P-property 
for the pair {A, B}. 
DEFINITION 1. Given matrices A and B in Rmx”, we say the pair {A, B} Jlas the V-column 
P-property if 
l~“;“, (Ax)i(Bx)i > 0, VO # x E R”. 
-- 
Under such a property, the VLCP has at most a solution [6, Theorem 141. As done in [l], we 
introduce a quantity a{A, B} associated with the pair {A, B} as follows: 
(9) 
This quantity is well defined, finite, and positive. And it can be viewed as an ext,ension of the 
quantity cu(IM) to the VLCP. By (9), it is obvious that 
By using (10) and the technique of Math& and Pang [l] (see also [7]), we derive a global error 
bound for the VLCP. 
THEOREM 3. Let x* be a solution of the VLCP. If the pair {A, B} Jlas the V-column P-property, 
then we have 
11x-x*11, 2 “t&B,& Ile(x)llm, ‘dx E R”, (11) 
, 
where e(x) = min {Ax + a, Bx + b}. 
PROOF. Define the mappings from Rn into R” 
U(X) = (Ax + a) - e(x) and V(X) = (Bx + b) - e(x), x E R”. 
Then 
u(x) > 0, u(x) > 0, u(x)%(z) = 0, Yx E R”. 
Thus, we have for any x E Rn and each i = 1,2,. . , m, 
0 L (4x) - %(x*))(%(x) - Q(x*)) 
= ((A(x - x*))i - ei(x) + ei(x*))((B(x - x*))L - ei(x) + e,(x*)) 
> (A(a: - x*))i(B(x - x*)), - (ei(x) - ei(x*))((A + B)(x - x*)), 
2 (A(x - x*))i(B(x - x*))i - lIei(x) . IIA + Blla . /Ix - x*llcx:. 
from which it follows that 
IV + Woo . Iledz)IIm 11~ - x*11, L I~%$ (4~ - x*))i(B(x - z*))~ 
> a{A, B} /lx - x* 112 
This yields the desired inequality (11). I 
When A and B are square, the V-column P-property becomes that A and B are nonsingular 
and BA-l (AB-‘) is a P-matrix; see [6,8] for the details. The quantities CY{A, B} and a(BA-‘) 
(cY(AB-~)) have the following relation. 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that A and B are square. If the pair {A, B} has the V-column P-property, 
then 
(a) 44 B} 2 l/(llA-lIl&) @A-‘); 
(b) (Y{A, B} L l/W-‘II&) a(AB-l). 
PROOF. By Definition 1, (9) and (l), we have 
max (Az)i(Bx), 
a{A, B} = inf lsisn = inf 
lyyn (Az)i (BA-~Ax)~ 
_- 
r#O II~II~ s#O IIA-lAxllL 
l~tyn (v)i (aA-‘& 






This is (a). Similarly, we derive the result (b). I 
We end this paper by addressing an extension of a(M) to the horizontal linear complementarity 
problem (HLCP), which is to find a vector (x, y) E R2n such that 
Cx - Dy = q, 
zTy = 0, x L 0, Y 2 0, 
(12) 
where C, D E R”‘” and q E R” are given. From [6], the pair {C, D} is said to have the H-column 
P-property if 
max uiwi > 0 
l<i<n 
for any nonzero vector (u, V) E R2” with Cu - Dv = 0. The property guarantees the uniqueness 
of solution to the HLCP. 
Let P = [C, -D], and the columns of L = [LT, LIIT E R 2nxt form a basis of null (P). Then 
for any (11, V) E R2” satisfying Cu - Dv = 0, there exists a vector 6 E Rt such that 
u = LlE, u = L2<, 
and this expression is one-to-one. Thus, the H-column P-property of {C, D} means that 
max (LlC)i(L2t)i > 0, 
l<Z<?I 
VO # < E Rt. 
Under such a case, we define a quantity cy{C, D} associated with a pair {C, D} as 
(13) 
Like the previous analysis, we can obtain the following two results. 
THEOREM 5. Let (x*, y”) be a solution of the HLCP. If the pair {C, D} has the H-column 
P-property, then we have 
(14) 
for any (x, y) E R2” with Cx - Dy = q 
THEOREM 6. Assume that C and D are square. If the pair {C, D} has the H-column P-property, 
then L2 L,’ (Ll L,‘) is a P-matrix, Moreover, 
(a) 4C, DI L 1/(K’llfiJ 4hX’); 
(b) 4C, DI 2 VW;lllko) 4L&-1). 
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